
Hunger VD4E/0°

Portable Machine 
for refacing flat seating surfaces up to 430mm diam.

The portable machine type VD4E/0° is designed for refacing the flat

seating surfaces on cyliner heads

engine blocks and

cylinder liners of diesel engines



Working Principle:

The VD4E/0° resurfaces flat seating surfaces in a lathe-type

facing action.

The seating surface is refaced to the preset depth by the

simultaneous application of both a rotary and a transverse feed

motion to the single point cutting tool.

While the cutting tool rotates around the surface, a feed gear

mechanism ensures a continous outward transverse feed motion.

An adjustable stop is provided for limiting the outward feed

motion.

Features:
The motor drive unit is fitted with two motors to provide a smooth

cutting action. The operation voltage is of the low voltage type to

eliminate electric hazards.

The speed of the drive motors is adjustable so that the cutting

speed can be adapted to the diameter and material of the seating

surface.

The VD4E/0° is centered by a pilot assembly which is designed to

fit to the engine component to be serviced.

The VD4E /0° can be converted to a VD4E valve seat refacing

machine by mounting an angular adapter head to the gear head

instead of the facing head. 

Specifications:

Capacity: Head type D4.1/0° Head type D4.2/0°

Refacing diam. range 70 - 330mm 75 - 430mm

Max. transverse feed travel 35mm 50mm

Feeds:

Cutting speed 120 - 250rpm

Transverse feed per revolution 0,05mm

Electrical system

Operation voltage max. 50VDC

Power supply voltage 230V or 120V or 277V

(1ph, 50/60Hz)

Power input 0,6kW

Dimensions and Weight

Lenght/Width/Height 410/125/400mm

Net weight approx. 18kg

Refacing flat seating surface 

Refacing valve seat

Pilot for engine block

Pilot for cylinder head
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